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Dalmec Inc. is 
looking for a bi-
lingual Mechani-

cal Project Engineer for their 
North American branch  
We are seeking a Mechanical Project Engineer for our 
North American branch. Dalmec is the world leader in 
the manufacture of industrial pneumatic manipula-
tors. The ideal candidate requires a four year degree in 
engineering or equivalent, working knowledge of Auto-
Cad, and the ability to speak and write in Italian. Du-
ties include working with the sales department and 
customer to prepare machinery specifications, working 
with the technical service department for installations 
and service, and other engineering related duties. We 
offer a competitive salary plus benefits. Candidates 
please send your resume to aizzo@dalmecusa.com re: 
Dalmec Inc. Project Engineer.  

While there are some things you 
can predict, there are others you 
simply can’t.  

One of those that you can't is future energy prices.  Hudson Energy is a unique company specializing in working with 
businesses and helping them to better manage their energy costs.  Individual Account Representatives, who commit 
their time and efforts to analyze and manage the energy costs of their customers, develop strategies and programs spe-
cific to each company.  Then over time they keep the business owner updated on changes that may allow for a reduc-
tion in cost or help to avoid or minimize the negative effect of rising costs.  The effectiveness of these efforts has re-
sulted in a 95% customer retention, with many customers having been with Hudson Energy for many years. 

As one of the largest and fastest growing business to business suppliers of electric and natural gas commodity in North 
America, large and small business owners alike look to Hudson Energy to provide reliability and certainty for their en-
ergy purchases in a volatile energy market. We’ve been serving commercial customers in the Chicagoland area since 
2002 as well as throughout the United States and Canada.  With its recent expansion into Europe and plans for growth 
into Asia and South America, Hudson Energy continues to be a highly recognized leader in the energy field throughout 
the world. 

Working with many partners and multiple sales channels, we believe that customers should have access to independ-
ent, professional energy advisers equipped with the industry knowledge and experience to help business owners make 
the most informed decisions. Our industry expertise and leading-edge proprietary technology uniquely positions us in the 
commercial market to provide customers with highly competitive pricing and a wide variety of product options with inno-
vative, efficient and timely pricing and deal management service. Hudson Energy offers fixed price and term contracts 
as well as variable price and term products. 

Hudson Energy is a part of Just Energy Group Inc., a publicly traded Corp. (NYSE:JE, TSX: JE). Established in 1997, 
the company is a leading electricity and natural gas retailer and the largest competitive green energy retailer in North 
America serving 1.6 million customers. Hudson Energy would be happy to provide a no commitment energy evaluation 
for any IACC member.  Without exception, business owners who participate in such evaluations find them to be helpful 
in containing their energy costs and understanding the details of the energy industry.  Please reach out to IACC member 
Walter Manzig, walter.manzig@hudsonenergysales.com.  

IACC New ServicesIACC New ServicesIACC New Services   
Virtual Hosting Service:  

 

 price: $350/Month + postal expenses  

 
 
 
 

Daily Office Space in the 
IACC downtown office: 
 price: $80/Hour + phone charges 

 
 
 

Discounted rates apply to IACC 
Members 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

For more information, please contact Stefano  
Graziotti at (312) 553-9137 Ext.10 
or info@iacc-chicago.com. 
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